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Hear, Lord, my plea for justice; pay heed to my cry; Listen to my prayer spoken without guile.
Psalms 17:1
When the just cry out, the Lord hears and rescues them from all distress.
Psalms 34:18
The Chief Executive President of the United States Barack Obama and the head of the United 
States Department of Justice Attorney General Eric Holder both commented on the Zimmerman 
case. AG Holder stated "This tragedy provides yet another opportunity for our nation to speak 
honestly about the complicated and emotionally charged issues that this case has raised."
President Obama shared a personal story of social justice. "When Trayvon Martin was first shot, 
I said that this could have been my son," Obama said at the White House on Friday. "Another 
way of saying that is Trayvon Martin could have been me 35 years ago. And when you think 
about why, in the African-American community at least, there's a lot of pain around what 
happened here, I think it's important to recognize that the African-American community is 
looking at this issue through a set of experiences and a history that — that doesn't go away."
When people speak from the heart, it is best to receive their comments as a gift. Their comments 
are a window into the interior of the person and an invitation to dialog. But fruitful dialog can 
only occur after complete reception.
To receive a sharing comment means:
- to not prepare a response
- to not provide immediate empathy
- to not paraphrase the comments
- to not provide immediate solutions
- to not challenge immediately points of fact or opinion
- to not provide personal parallel events as though Like-in-Kind
To receive a sharing comment means to:
- listen attentively
- acknowledge each talking point as presented
- repeat points exactly as presented
- ask questions only to clarify any missing logical associated or time sequence events.
- thank the speaker for their comments
These comments are valid, unique and personal. They are gifts and should be considered as such. 
Give them the benefit of the doubt as Men, Fathers, and Leaders of the Nation.
The question is do we think "it's important to recognize that the African-American community is 
looking at this issue through a set of experiences and a history that — that doesn't go away."
Peace be with you.
Deacon Gerry


